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Abstract
This article aims to analyze the changes in architectural forms of 161 ordinary buildings
in Seoul’s Jongno district during the 1950s and 1960s and to evaluate the meaning of such
changes from the perspective of the modernization of ordinary 1960s architecture and the
establishment of modern architecture. Ordinary architecture is not designed by formally
trained architects and thus is not sophisticated in design. However, it is socially and culturally meaningful as an outcome of the acceptance of architectural forms driven by public tastes. Korean architectural forms of the 1950s and 1960s were modernized through
post-war reconstruction and economic development, increased production, and the modernization of society. An examination of this period shows that the forms of ordinary
Korean architecture underwent change and became modernized. In particular, the universalization of the reinforced concrete structure represents the reception of functional
and rational properties along with changes in facade design and floorplans. Ordinary
Korean architecture borrowed from modern Japanese and Western architectural forms
while transforming them into its own. An analysis of ordinary Korean architecture of the
1950s and 1960s reveals that the modernization in architecture that was incomplete
during the Japanese colonial period became popularized in South Korea of the 1960s.
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Introduction
Since the opening of its ports to foreign intercourse in 1876, Korean culture
and society has modernized under the heavy influence of Western culture.
This is true for its architecture as well. For Korean architecture, the 20th
century was a period of transition from tradition to modernity. Among the
different phases of this modernization, this study focuses on the modern
forms of ordinary architecture in Seoul of the 1950s and 1960s.
Modern architecture is a general term denoting changes and developments in architecture from the decline of the Baroque style in the Enlightenment period of 18th-century Europe (Khang 1993, 113). Etymologically,
assuming that “modern” means current, new, or transient (Heynen 1999, 9),
the process of modernization throughout history is one whereby humans
have constructed a new world from past world in the light of reason (Khang
1993, 110). Thus, as part of this process, modern architecture is an architecture characterized by new architectural forms and techniques based on
rationality. The industrial revolution of the 18th and 19th centuries brought
about urbanization, the development of new manufacturing techniques,
and increased production. These changes demanded and enabled new
spaces, and thus new forms in architecture, especially from the end of the
19th century. The application of new materials such as steel, glass, and
concretes made possible new architectural forms that responded to the
demands of the modern era.1 Furthermore, modernism in architecture, or
modernist architecture,2 is essentially an architecture characterized by the

1. The appearance of new material, technology, and forms in this period did not result in
solely physical changes. It also meant changes to manufacturing and production systems
that allowed for the mass production and standardization of products, and even the
adaptation of these changes in society. Thus, it also refers to the overall changes in the
patterns of daily life during this period (Y. Jung 2012, 44).
2. The distinction between modern architecture and modernism in architecture is ambiguous. In this article, modern architecture is used in the general sense to represent architecture in the modern era, while modernism in architecture is used in the sense of a modern style that began at the end of the 19th century, especially in Europe of the 1920s and
1930s.
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modern movement3 of the 1920s and 1930s that was responding to the social
changes of industrialization and urbanization and which inclined towards a
severance from the past and the development of new forms and functionality based on rationality. Such pursuits of rationality and functionality
brought about a worldwide spread of the International Style,4 characterized
by orders of modernist architecture from the 1920s to the 1950s, and even
into the 1970s. During this historical period of change and development,
modern architecture formulated its styles and spread, developing differently
throughout the world. Thus, we can assume that modern architecture is
itself a result and a reflection of the modernizing changes affected through
Descartes’ ontological dualism of the 17th century,5 the Enlightenment
thought of the 18th century, the Industrial Revolution of the 18th and 19th
centuries, and the developments of the 20th-century world. In this study, we
will analyze surveyed objects from the perspective that ordinary Korean
architecture of the 1950s and 1960s was one aspect of the local adaptation of
modernity that was taking place on a global scale.
3. Hilde Heynen, a Dutch architectural theorist, explains the modern movement in architecture as follows: “The modern movement saw itself embodying a concept of architecture that constituted a legitimate answer to the experience of modernity and to the problems and possibilities resulting from the process of modernization” (Heynen 1999, 26).
4. William J. R. Curtis, an English historian of modern architecture, equates the International
Style to what had been termed “new styles” in modern architecture by Henry-Russell
Hitchcock and Philip Johnson in their book The International Style (1932): “Hitchcock
and Johnson went still further by attempting to outline the main visual principles of the
new style (the stress on volume rather than mass, regularity, the avoidance of architectural
decoration, etc.). Moreover, they claimed for this new ‘International Style’ a major historical significance” (Curtis 2009, 257).
5. For example, the French cultural geographer Augustin Berque describes the formation of
the idea of modern space based on the onto-cosmology of Descartes and their realizations
in the following terms: “Koyré underlines how this cosmological revolution was brief on
the scale of the history of ideas; from De revolutionibus orbium coelestium of Copernicus
(1543) to Principia philosophiae of Descartes (1644) and to Principia mathematica of Newton (1687), it barely passes a century and a half. But, it never came to pass that a similar
revolution was simultaneously produced in all domains of the practical or of the knowledge of space and place. Disciplines of habitat (architecture, urbanism, town and country
planning…) that concretely work on the surface of the earth were not affected until the
end of 19th century . . .” (Berque 2000, 70–71; author’s translation from French).
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For Korea, the 1950s and 1960s were a period of postwar recovery and
rapid industrialization, an industrialization that also prompted modernization in Korean society. Whereas modernization during the Japanese colonial
period was led mostly by the Japanese and Korean elites and capitalists,
modernization in the 1960s was a more general movement that influenced
the lives of the general public. Modern buildings were constructed in Korea
between the 1920s and 1940s. Song Seog-Ki argues that it was during this
period that modernism in architecture first settled in Korea, thus marking
the beginning of modernization in Korean architecture despite the fact that
this modernization was a result of Japanese efforts to establish systems for
political and economic dominance and to bring in capitalism (Song 1998).
Nonetheless, modern buildings of the 1920s to 1940s were commissioned by
the colonial government and capitalists and built largely by Japanese (and a
few Korean) architects. Hence, architecture during this period was not fully
independent. However, due to rapid industrialization and urbanization and
the demand for new construction in the 1950s and especially the 1960s, architects who were educated in Korea or abroad as well as small and mediumsized construction firms began to actively participate in the construction of
modern buildings in Korea. Thus, this study seeks to examine the changes of
architectural forms of ordinary architecture in Seoul of the 1950s–1960s and
the meanings of such changes from the premise that modern architecture
was popularized among general Korean public during this period.
More specifically, this study examines the ordinary architecture of the
Jongno district in Seoul. Here ordinary architecture refers to small and
medium-sized, non-monumental buildings that were used for everyday
purposes.6 The term “ordinary” is used not only to signify that the buildings
are everyday objects, but also to distinguish these buildings from those de
6. “Ordinary works of architecture, not monumental ones—those of residential buildings,
offices, small public infrastructures—are necessary to evidence the manner in which
models, often from experts and avant-garde in style, are disseminated into the usual production and somehow make it into the public domain. Architecture by very sophisticated
designers stands alongside less elaborate and anonymous works of a less complex flavor.
Sometimes, this second category is preexisting and enters the field of expert architecture
when an architect takes hold of it” (Lapierre 2002, 15; author’s translation from French).
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signed by prominent architects as works of art. These ordinary buildings
are planned and built by small- and medium-sized construction firms at the
request of the building owner. They are by no means conceptually, technically, or aesthetically sophisticated relative to monumental buildings. These
ordinary buildings even have unbalanced floorplans and exhibit crude imitations of other buildings in order to maximize certain spatial and aesthetic
features at limited cost and with limited skills and materials. However, seen
from a different perspective, these buildings are loyal to their daily and
practical needs, rather than to monumental purposes or to theoretical and
aesthetic elaboration; they maintain their authentic meanings and compose
their respective portions of street and city landscapes. Therefore, such ordinary architecture, or urban architecture, is the best indicator of the economic, technical, social, historical, and cultural features of the region in
which it is found.
This study chose Jongno district because it is closely seconded by
Seoul’s Myeong-dong neighborhood in terms of the complexity of its residents’ activities and its “centrality.”7 Politically, economically, and culturally,
Jongno was the most important urban district of Korea’s Joseon dynasty
(1392–1910). During Japanese colonial rule over Korea (1910–1945), Jongno continued to be a main district, influenced by the modern changes in
nearby Myeong-dong being developed by the Japanese. During the 1950s
and 1960s, in the wake of the Korean War (1950–1953), the district experienced reconstruction and development. Although its centrality in Seoul has
been partly lost due to the development of Seoul’s Gangnam districts in the
1980s, Jongno has maintained its central status in terms of its political, eco7. I use this notion as defined by Merlin and Choay (2009, 154): “Centrality describes the
action of a central element in its periphery. It was defined thus as a hierarchical concept
between service and attraction by W. E. Christaller back in 1933. The attractiveness and
circulation of this element is based on the efficacy of the central pole and its accessibility.
This element may be an urban centre or a more specialist polarizing element (a shopping,
cultural, financial, or administrative centre). Accessibility is a fundamental condition”
(English translation as cited in Paolo Strina, “The Meaning of Centrality: Technique of
Densifying Built Space,” Festival dell’Architettura Magazine, June 2014, http://www.festivalarchitettura.it/festival/it/articolimagazinedetail.asp?ID=157&pmagazine=5&pagecomm
=1&lang=EN).
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nomic, social, and cultural facilities and functions. Up to the present, Jongno
has been a district crowded by various multi-purpose buildings, including
government structures, embassies, bank headquarters, newspaper companies, schools, traditional palaces, wholesale markets, small commercial centers, and cultural facilities. Thus, as one of the most popular areas in Seoul
(along with Jung-gu, Seodaemun-gu, and Mapo-gu districts) for new construction in the 1950s and 1960s, Jongno is very relevant to the study of
architectural change. The focus of this study is confined to the area bordered by Cheonggye-ro in the south, Yulgok-ro fronting Changdeokgung
palace in the north, Dongdaemun gate in the east, and Sinmun-ro in the
west. The area north of Yulgok-ro is composed of residential neighborhoods
around the royal palaces, and the southern area beyond Cheonggye-ro belongs
to Jung-gu district, while the eastern and western areas beyond Dongdaemun and Sinmun-ro were not a part of the central area of Seoul during the
Joseon dynasty.
The buildings surveyed for this study comprise extant structures built
during the 1950s and 1960s. Residential buildings were excluded. Data was
collected by consulting existing literature. The buildings were selected based
on several field surveys and identified by building registration data in the
Jongno District Office. A total of 161 buildings were selected from this area,
mostly general commercial and mixed-use structures. Relatively speaking,
while many of the surveyed buildings date from the 1960s, it is presumed
that most of the extant buildings dating to the 1950s were actually rebuilt or
renovated from the 1970s. The buildings were selected from 31 different dong
洞 (neighborhoods) of Jongno-gu district, with Jongno 6-ga and Cheongjindong having the most surveyed buildings—30 and 16, respectively. The
buildings were largely examples of commercial roadside architecture, which
includes small-scale shops, multi-purpose buildings, wholesale warehouses,
entertainment establishments, private tutoring academies, clinics, offices,
and small factories. The surveyed buildings’ registration data in the Jongno
District Office provided information about their construction dates, number of floors, structural systems, and roof styles. Among the surveyed buildings, floorplans for 18 representative building types were drawn up through
actual measurements by the author (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. The study area showing distribution of the surveyed buildings
Source: Author’s drawing of December 2015.

The procedure for the study was as follows. First, the author investigated the
overall state of the Korean architecture industry, society, and Jongno in the
1950s and 1960s. This provided essential background knowledge for analyzing the collected data. The collected data was then analyzed by categorizing
the architectural forms according to five components: structure, number of
floors, roof type, floorplan, and facade design. These five components are
the basic architectural elements used to identify the characteristics of buildings surveyed. And in these components, apparent changes and trends were
tracked over time. In addition, this study also examines whether such changes were influenced by the architectural forms of the 1920s and 1930s or
modern architectural forms that were imported in the 1950s and 1960s.8
8. This examination is based on the analysis and interpretation of architectural forms in the
context of their economic, industrial, and architectural environments. But this examination
does not include an analysis of detailed data on the design and construction processes for
these structures. This is due to the fact that the period of study in question is considered to
have less data and references than the period of Japanese colonial rule since, following the
Japanese colonial period, such administrative structures and regulations as laws on architecture and city planning were not formulated until 1962 (Ahn 1996, 93). Furthermore, this
research considers ordinary architecture, so called anonymous architecture, rather than
buildings conceived by famed master architects that would figure prominently in records
and references. Furthermore, it is not possible to interview clients and constructors from
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Finally, this study evaluates the meanings of such changes from the perspective of modernization.

1950s to 1960s: Trends in Architecture, Construction, Structure,
and Techniques
Construction Trends in Economic and Social Contexts
Korea in the 1950s can be characterized by war and post-war reconstruction.
The Korean War inflicted tremendous casualties and material loss upon the
country. Post-war Korea was desperate to recover its fragile economy, the
structure of which depended significantly on aid from the United States and
other countries. As a result, American influence was widely felt in Korean
society of that period, in such areas as politics, economics, and culture. With
the May 16 coup d’état in 1961, Korean society began to undergo a number
of changes. Politically, the country came under the control of a military government, while economically the expansion of capitalism brought about
wide-ranging social shifts. The Korean military government’s five-year economic development plans proved quantitatively successful, achieving an
average economic growth of 8.4 percent between 1962 and 1982 (Korean
History Research Association 1991, 131). Ideologically, accelerating modernization had an immense impact in Korean society.
After Korea’s liberation from the Japanese colonial rule and the Korean
War, the Korean construction industry saw relatively limited design projects.
In the immediate aftermath of the Korean War, the building of housing and
schools to replace those destroyed in the conflict was prioritized. Architecture projects also focused on the construction of military facilities for United States Forces Korea (USFK), while the United Nations (UN) initiated a
housing construction project in accordance with its aid plan, and industrial
that era. For each structure, we have only the physical data of the building itself and its registration information. Future studies on the social dimensions of this data will require largescale research of mass media.
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production facilities were recovered or newly built (Ahn 1996, 68). In the
late 1950s, cement as well as fertilizer, glass, and steel factories were built
and began operations. Construction projects increased Korea-wide from
the late 1950s, and the five-year economic plans that began in 1962 greatly
boosted the number of construction projects in the 1960s. The number of
mixed-use residential/industrial structures gradually increased between
1956 and 1964, but their numbers increased significantly between 1967 and
1969. The number of industrial building permits also surged between 1965
and 1969.9 These statistics may indicate that the five-year economic plans
that began in 1962 provided a material basis that became prominent from
1965. Such changes are clearly reflected in statistics of GDP generated in the
Korean construction industry. The Korean construction industry’s output
gradually grew in the early 1960s, and the figure in 1969 was more than 10
times larger than that of 1962.10 Therefore, construction trends in Korea of
the 1950s and 1960s can be described in general terms as follows: construction, which gradually increased out of post-war restoration work and industrial reconstruction, surged in the late 1960s thanks to economic development led by the military government.

Architectural Trends
The Korean War and its aftermath are an important contextual factor for
Korean architecture of the 1950s. The Korean economy and, by association,

9. The following numbers show building construction permits issued in principal Korean
cities for given years between 1956 and 1969, to include new construction, reconstruction, and the extension of existing buildings. The number of mixed-use buildings and the
year (in parentheses): 947 (1956), 888 (1957), 1,114 (1958), 1,319 (1959), 1,226 (1964),
1,975 (1965), 1,956 (1966), 3,081 (1967), 3,478 (1968), 4,725 (1969); for industrial structures: 2,389 (1956), 2,057 (1957), 2,140 (1958), 2,244 (1959), 2,864 (1964), 4,059 (1965),
4,864 (1966), 5,584 (1967), 6,741 (1968), 7,417 (1969) (Bank of Korea 1970, 232–233).
10. Construction industry’s contribution to GDP (unit: one billion Korean won) and the
year (in parentheses): 11.65 (1962), 14.70 (1963), 20.21 (1964), 27.64 (1965), 37.94
(1966), 49.48 (1967), 78.79 (1968), 121.00 (1969) (Republic of Korea, Economic Planning Board 1973, 19).
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its architecture industry were already being slowed following the withdrawal of the Japanese from the peninsula after the country’s 1945 liberation
from colonial rule. The Korean War that followed, however, destroyed what
was left of its industrial infrastructure. Furthermore, ideological conflicts
existed within the architecture industry following the liberation, and there
was a lack of human resources as some architects moved to North Korea
during the Korean War while others left to study abroad (Ahn 1996, 38, 73).
On the other hand, post-war aid programs sent Korean architects abroad for
studying and training, paving the way for the Korean architecture industry
to adopt the International Style. The International Style, which was reintroduced to Korea by foreign-trained architects, established itself as a major
trend in Korean architecture during the late 1950s and the 1960s (Ahn 1996,
95). The Korean architecture industry was reinvigorated from the mid1950s, which is also when architects educated under Japanese colonial rule
were joined by a new generation of architects who had received their education in institutions established after Korea’s liberation from Japan. This new
generation of architects participated in Korea’s post-war restoration efforts
and was employed in public offices, schools, design offices, and construction
firms.
Korea of the 1960s was characterized by a military and developmental
dictatorship. This was a period when the country experienced fundamental
social changes, changes clearly reflected in the architecture industry. The
military government in 1962 finally introduced legislation related to construction and urban planning by enacting the Construction Act and Urban
Planning Act. These laws were Korea’s first steps towards institutionalizing
architecture in society, although their enactment generated controversies
and criticism. Korea’s five-year economic plans and the economic development that followed led to an increase in the number of new buildings and
high-rises in downtown areas, which could be considered the physical basis
for the country’s development. Commercial buildings were constructed in
increasing numbers due to a growing urban population, while banks and
conglomerate headquarters moved into buildings surpassing fifteen stories,
especially in the Jung-gu district of Seoul. The International Style, which
was reintroduced in Korea in the late 1950s, was a major trend in Korean
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architecture throughout the 1960s as well.11 This phenomenon was largely
attributable to the increased wealth from economic development and the
skills of architects who had studied and trained abroad. This economic
development and reintroduction of the International Style were significant
in shaping the styles and appearances of high-rise buildings in downtown
Seoul in the 1960s.

Trends in Structure and Technique
The 1950s and 1960s marked the emergence of Korea’s post-war modern
architecture, and changes in architectural forms in this period are notable.
In terms of construction material and techniques, this period was also a
time of transition from wooden and masonry structures to those of reinforced concrete. The use of steel frames and reinforced concrete enabled the
construction of high-rises, flat-slab structures, and new spaces without the
use of pillars, such as gymnasiums. Varied materials were introduced, which
were eventually applied to ordinary buildings over time although there were
technical limitations in the early stages.
Buildings constructed in the 1950s were mostly two to three stories
and primarily with a wooden or masonry structure. Reinforced concrete
structures constituted only a small number of cases in this period. From the
late 1950s, although small in scale, office buildings, theaters, and commercial buildings began to be built. The mid-1960s began to see relatively larger
construction projects—office buildings, banks, and hotels—roll out in earnest. However, public buildings or office buildings were generally modest in
scale, and high-rise buildings higher than 20 floors were very rare. During
this period, high-rise buildings still depended on the traditional reinforced
concrete structure because the steel-frame structure using wide flange beams
had yet to be introduced.

11. “The years between 1954 and 1961 in Korea were marked by the unconditional adoption
of the international architecture style, which there bloomed late relative to other developed countries” (Jung 1970, 274).
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Table 1. Building Construction Permits in Seoul by Building Type (1957–1969)
Material

Steel-framed/reinforced
concrete

Masonry

Wood

1957

137

1,162

3,491

1958

112

1,375

4,627

1959

339

4,669

6,721

1960

263

3,981

4,788

1961

260

3,411

1,440

1962

383

4,911

1389

1963

420

10,873

825

1964

339

9,833

765

1965

545

14,019

1,170

1966

662

16,092

816

1967

1,031

25,742

639

1968

1,610

19,438

2,589

1969

2,785

18,918

409

Year

Source: Adapted by the author from Seoul Metropolitan Government (1965, 194–195; 1970,
136–137).

Table 1 reveals the structural changes in Korea’s architecture during this
period based on building permits issued in Seoul through the 1950s and
1960s. These numbers are also for residential buildings and small commercial buildings, and therefore may not accurately reflect structural transitions
in large-scale construction projects for public buildings, banks, hotels, etc.
According to table 1, wooden structures dominated in the 1950s, but steadily
decreased after 1961. The number of masonry structures showed a distinct
increase from the late 1950s, and became the most common structure type
by the 1960s. The number of buildings constructed with reinforced concrete surged noticeably from 1967. Therefore, in Korea the 1950s and the
1960s were a time of architectural transition from wood to masonry. The
latter could be considered one of the most common building materials
throughout this period, whereas the late 1960s saw the full adoption of rein-
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forced concrete.
The 1950s and 1960s were also when foreign-trained Korean architects
began to test new construction techniques and spatial and design possi
bilities.12 Flat-slab structures, steel-domed roofs, and hyper-shell structures
were all introduced in this period and enabled the construction of large
interior spaces without pillars. High-rises over 15 stories were built with
reinforced concrete, while steel frames only began to be utilized starting in
1969. St. Mary’s Hospital in Myeong-dong in the Jung-gu district of Seoul
was the first to use aluminum curtains for its outer walls. However, the walls
had to be hand-made due to technical limitations, and although the Central
Meteorological Service building, Korea YMCA building, and UNESCO
building used the system, the aluminum curtain wall system could not be
widely adopted in the 1960s. On the other hand, in the late 1960s the precast curtain wall system was much more widely used than aluminum curtain walls. Yonsei University Student Union building, Namsan Children’s
Center, and Seoul National University Hospital used such precast curtain
walls. Further, the exposed concrete style of construction was introduced in
the designs of Kim Su-geun, and appeared in the outer wall construction of
ordinary buildings.

Existing Buildings in Jongno
Concerning the existing buildings in Jongno, there is no available data that
specifically details construction in Jongno during the 1950s and the 1960s.
Therefore, photographs and a few testimonies were used to make estimations about buildings during the period in question. In Jongno of the mid1950s, modern roadside buildings largely had two to four stories. Son Jungmok described the condition of Seoul’s post-Korean War buildings thus:
“The average height of buildings in downtown Jung-gu and Jongno-gu dis-

12. Examples of such innovation include: St. Mary’s Hospital in Myeong-dong (curtainwall
system, 1958); USOM Economic Planning Board building (flat-slab structure, 1960);
Walkerhill Hotel Hilltop Bar (exposed concrete, 1963), Jangchung Gymnasium (steelframed roof, 1963); and Busan Gudeok Stadium (hyper-shell structure, 1966).
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tricts in Seoul was only one to two stories. On both sides of the road that
became today’s Namdaemun-ro, the average building height was about 3.5
stories, and the average height for buildings along Chungmu-ro, Myeongdong, Eulji-ro, and Jongno was two to three stories. Backstreets mostly had
only one-storied buildings” (Son 2000, 93). Photos of Jongno in the mid1950s testify to this description. Further, photos of Eulji-ro in Jung-gu district
provide insights into buildings of the same period. In the late 1950s, many
three to four-storied multi-purpose buildings were erected along Eulji-ro
(Ahn 1996, 71). Extant photographs show their exterior walls were built with
engravings around the windows, vertical pillars, and that they exhibited
unevenness caused by protrusions. Tiles and cement mortar were common
materials for finishing the surface (Fig. 2). One can presume that roadside
commercial buildings in the Jongno area were similar to the multi-purpose
buildings along Eulji-ro.

Analysis of the Forms of Surveyed Buildings
Changes in Structure, Number of Floors, and Roof Type

Figure 2. Left, Cheonggyecheon and Jongno street (1954); right, buildings along Eulji-ro
(late 1950s)
Source: Lim and Lim (1995); Seoul Historiography Institute (2004).
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A building’s structural system is the most influential factor affecting its
other architecture forms. The structural system will determine a building’s
number of floors, fenestra and facade design, and floor plan. According to
construction permit statistics from the 1950s and 1960s, wood and mixed
masonry-reinforced concrete structures were prevalent during that period.
However, most of the surveyed buildings employed a mix of masonry and
masonry-reinforced concrete,13 or were reinforced concrete structures, with
the exception of two wood-structured buildings,14 indicating that masonry
was the most common structure among ordinary buildings of 1950s Seoul.
While masonry was used until the end of the 1960s, its use dropped significantly after the early 1960s. Structures using a mix of masonry and reinforced concrete appeared steadily from 1958 to the late 1960s. This type of
building partly overcomes the structural, space, and design limitations of a
purely brick-structured building by incorporating reinforced concrete. Such
a structure is considered a mixed method characteristic of a transitional
period towards fully reinforced concrete structures, since bricks were relatively cheap and widely available. The reinforced concrete structure can be
observed from 1957, and became increasingly prevalent through the early
1960s. It eventually settled in as the typical architectural structure of Seoul
by the late 1960s. In summation, according to the survey, the 1950s were
largely characterized by masonry structures; mixed masonry-reinforced
concrete structures and reinforced concrete structures coexisted from the
late 1950s into the late 1960s; and reinforced concrete structures prevailed
from the late 1960s.

13. In this type of structure, brick load-bearing walls support the vertical load, though reinforced concrete pillars are also used for support, while beams, floor slabs, and stairs are
built with reinforced concrete. Therefore, the structure uses a mix of bricks and reinforced concrete.
14. Wood-structured buildings built in the 1950s may possibly have been demolished to
make way for new construction, thus precluding their inclusion in this survey. New
institutional regulations prohibiting large-scale wooden buildings larger than 1000m2
and taller than three floors, along with a forestry policy from the 1960s that inflated timber prices, are considered factors in the decrease in the number of wood-structured
buildings in Korea in this period.
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Table 2. Buildings by Construction Structure Type (1965–1969)*

Year

Structure
type

1954

Wood

Masonry

Mixed masonry
and reinforced
concrete

Reinforced
concrete

1

Total
1

1955

4

4

1956

2

2

1957

3

1958

2

1959

1

4

1

3

6

1

3

1

5

3

1

5

10

1961

4

1

5

10

1962

1

1963

1

3

2

6

1964

1

3

5

9

1965

3

8

5

16

3

18

21

1960

1

1966

1

1967

1

1

15

17

1968

1

2

26

29

1969

1

1

18

20

28

27

104

161

Total

2

* All data in this and subsequent tables are for Jongno-gu district, Seoul.
Source: Author’s survey, 2015.

The number of floors in a building is related to its structure. Reinforced concrete structures can be built taller than wood or masonry structures. Masonry
structures were mostly two-storied in the 1950s, but by the early 1960s, more
of them were constructed with three to six floors. Mixed masonry-reinforced concrete structures generally have more floors than purely masonry
structures, with about three to six floors. Reinforced concrete structures

7

17

Source: Author’s survey, 2015.

2
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were three- to six-storied in the late 1950s, but by the late 1960s they mostly
had five to six floors if not more. This indicates that the number of floors
increased through the 1960s as building structure shifted from masonry to
mixed masonry and concrete and finally to reinforced concrete.
Table 4. Roof Type in Relation to Structure (1954–1969)
Structure
type
Roof
type
Year
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

Wood
S
1

1

Masonry
S

4
2
3
1
1
1
3
1
1

1

1969
Total

2

Mixed masonry
and reinforced
concrete

18

F

1
2
1

S

1
1

F

1
2
1

Reinforced
concrete
S

Total

F

2
3
5
18
15
26

1
4
2
4
6
5
10
10
1
6
9
16
21
17
29

1
2
1
1

1
4
5

1

3
3
7
3
1
2

1

1

1

17

20

24

8

96

161

1
3

10

1

3

2

Source: Author’s survey, 2015.
Note: S=slanted roof, surfaced by tile, zinc, slate; F=flat roof of reinforced concrete.

Changes in roof type are also related to structural changes. In the 1950s,
masonry buildings mostly had slanted roofs, but from the mid-1960s, flat
roofs began to be fabricated from reinforced concrete. In mixed masonryreinforced concrete structures and reinforced concrete structures, these flat
roofs became generalized from the mid-1960s concomitantly with the gen-
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eralization of reinforced concrete structures. The flat roof is a representative
element of reinforced concrete structures in modern architecture, as typified in Le Corbusier’s Domino system with its flat slabs and flat roof, and as
detailed in his “Five Points of Architecture” (1926).15 The spread of the flat
roof indicates that buildings in Seoul of this period were adhering to modern architectural form, and also that industrial waterproofing material
(asphalt pelt, for example) could be reliably produced and supplied.

Changes in Floorplan
As most of the surveyed buildings are commercial in nature, their floorplans can be largely divided into interior and core (shared area). The core
portion, such as the stairs, changed from the 1950s to 1960s. In the 1950s,
the core largely consisted of a straight staircase without landing. In wood
structures, straight staircases connect two floors on a small scale, and most
masonry, mixed masonry-reinforced concrete, and reinforced concrete struc
tures of the 1950s feature straight staircases. This seems to be because stairs
were not considered an important aspect of a building, since most buildings
in the 1950s had only two to three floors. Thus, this straight staircase design
without landing space is common in masonry, mixed masonry-reinforced
concrete, and reinforced concrete structures by the late 1960s (Fig. 3). Such
staircases can often be observed in buildings of narrow width or small
areas, and even in reinforced concrete structures. We can say that straight
staircases were preferred in order to maximize interior area, especially in
the case of small sites. One can often observe that narrow commercial
structures have one set of straight stairs on the ground floor and a U-shaped
staircase on the upper floors to maximize the width of the front facade on
the ground floor. Buildings with U-shaped staircases and landing spaces
emerge in mixed masonry-reinforced concrete and reinforced concrete
structures from the late 1950s, and accounted for some 50 percent of the
15. These five points are the pilotis, roof garden, free plan, free facade, and ribbon windows
(horizontal windows). These modern architectural vocabularies are “based on reinforced
concrete construction and applicable to all the tasks of modern industrial civilization”
(Curtis 2009, 176).
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surveyed buildings after the late 1960s (Fig. 4). As reinforced concrete
structures become more widespread in the late 1960s, with floors higher
than five or six, U-shaped stairs, corridors, and bathrooms are found in typical units. As structures changed and buildings became taller through the
1950s and 1960s, the stairs section became rationalized functionally as a
shared area with substantially larger space. The installation of stairs also
depended on the shape and space restrictions of a given site.

Figure 3. Examples of buildings with straight staircases: left, Jongno 5-ga 193-4 (1958);
right, Jongno 5-ga 225-20 (1961).
Source: Author’s photos.

Figure 4. The core area with U-shaped stairs at Jongno 1-ga 24 (1960) (see also Fig. 6,
right)
Source: Author’s photos.
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Changes in Facade Design
Changes in facade design are also related to structure, as well as to changes
in exterior material and imported design techniques. The surveyed buildings reveal various design combinations that change according to structure
type, materials, and design technique trends from the 1950s into the 1960s.
For the exterior material, tile, cement mortar, brick, and exposed concrete are used in the surveyed buildings. Among these materials, tile is the
most common throughout the surveyed period in buildings of all three structure types. Seventy-one of 161 buildings are surfaced only with this material,
and 91 of 161 if one considers cases where tile is used together with other
materials. The second most commonly used material is cement mortar.
Twenty-nine of 161 buildings are coated only with this material, 62 of 161 if
one considers cases in which mortar is used together with other materials.
Although cement mortar was surveyed in buildings of all structure types, it
was mainly found in reinforced concrete structures from the second half of
the 1960s. Exposed concrete was also primarily surveyed in buildings with
reinforced structures during this period. Brick is observed on the surface of
three masonry buildings and is mainly used together with other materials
in other buildings. In the general usage of exterior material, we can observe
that tile and cement mortar are mainly used for the surface of the buildings,
but that combinations in the use of exterior material become more common from the late 1960s with the increasing predominance of reinforced
concrete structures.
In design technique, the surveyed buildings reveal various trends, with
many exhibiting transitional design features that mix old and new. Features
like high parapets (a type of gable in the facade), exposed slab bands, and
uneven wall surfaces are commonly observed in masonry structures from
the 1950s. Masonry buildings feature a brick wall wider than 50cm between
windows due to limited window lintel width owing to the vertical load
on the wall. The brick walls between windows are made uneven on the
surface to create an expressive effect on the facade. The slab is exposed to
form a band or the upper part of the parapet is ornamented with bands.
Tiles are mainly used for the exterior material, while cement mortar fin-
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ishing is also observed. Due to structural limitations inherent in masonry
buildings whereby the fenestra cannot be too wide, the facade is designed
in such a way that the engraved part of the fenestra and the protruding
part of the wall create unevenness. For example, the building at Jongno
5-ga 12-1 (1957), is a three-story masonry structure. It has a narrow straight
staircase on the left part of the building, a high parapet that hides its slant
zinc roof, and the facade wall which is uneven and surfaced by tile. This
building is considered a typical example of a masonry building of 1950s
Seoul (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Examples of masonry buildings: left, Jongno 5-ga 332-11 (1955); middle,
Jongno 5-ga 13 (1957); right, Jongno 5-ga 12-1 (1957).
Source: Author’s photos.

The wall design technique employing a protruding band becomes more
prominent in mixed masonry-reinforced concrete structures between the
late 1950s and mid-1960s. This is because such structures overcame the limitations of masonry by the addition of concrete columns that enabled more
variations of the fenestra and the wall. Furthermore, these structural elements strengthened the expressive elements of the facade by emphasizing
verticality with consecutive vertical bands (or grids). Just as the use of consecutive vertical bands was decorative, buildings during this period exhibit
many ornamental elements. Tile, brick, and cement mortar finishing were
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common facade materials. For example, the building at Jongno 5-ga 214-3
(1958), a mixed masonry-reinforced concrete, three-story structure with
flat roof, has vertical protruding bands like louvers among the windows and
is tile surfaced. We can also observe this sort of consecutive vertical band
décor in other buildings of the period (Fig. 6). The design trend towards
vertical bands seems to have also been applied to reinforced concrete structures, though vertical bands as a design technique decrease after the mid1960s (Fig. 7).

Figure 6. Examples of mixed masonry-reinforced concrete buildings: left, Jongno
5-ga 214-3 (1958); middle left, Jongno 5-ga 182-3 (1959); middle right, Jongno 1-ga
24 (1960); right, Insa-dong 170 (1963).
Source: Author’s photos.

Figure 7. Examples of reinforced concrete buildings: left, Jongno 2-ga 84-10, 14
(1960); middle, Gwanchul-dong 44-1 (1961); right, Jongno 5-ga 225-20 (1961).
Source: Author’s photos.
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After the mid-1960s, many buildings with less decorative features appear
with horizontal windows, vertical columns, cement mortar finishing, and
exposed concrete. The horizontal windows, vertical columns, and horizontal lintel bands found in the facades of these buildings are features related to
reinforced concrete structures. The facades of such buildings emphasize the
building structure itself by highlighting its horizontality through horizontal
windows and lintel bands and its verticality through the protrusion of the
vertical columns that make up the reinforced concrete structure. Such facade
features, only possible in reinforced concrete structures, became common
place. The surfaces of such buildings are finished with tiles, cement mortar,
and exposed concrete. A representative example of a building with tiles,
horizontal windows, and horizontal lintel bands is Hyoje-dong 201 (1969).
This building is a five-story, reinforced concrete structure with flat roof, and
has a straight staircase on the ground floor and U-type staircase on the
upper floors. This is a typical example of a reinforced concrete structure
emphasizing horizontality. In terms of other finishing elements, cement
mortar finishing appears in wood and masonry structures starting from the
1950s and continued to be observed in reinforced concrete structures. Further, exposed concrete finishing first appeared in 1961, with a total of 12
buildings built between 1966 and 1969 displaying the technique. There are
a number of buildings that mimicked this technique, including some by
famous architects, by finishing the surface with cement mortar or through
cement refinishing. The building at Hyoje-dong 298-4 (1967) a surfaced
with exposed concrete finishing, with horizontal windows expressing horizontality. It has seven floors, a U-shaped staircase, and a flat roof. It is typical of reinforced concrete structures of late 1960s Seoul. Moreover, in some
cases tile decoration was applied to the exposed concrete finishing of ordinary architecture in order to create an ornate effect on the facade. Although
various mixes of facades were employed, changes in general trends were
reflected in changes in structure. But changes in technique also appeared
that were unrelated to building structure but tied to period trends (Figs. 8
and 9).
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Figure 8. Examples of reinforced concrete buildings: left, Myo-dong 179 (1961);
middle left, Jongno 1-ga 32 (1965); middle right, Jongno 6-ga 92-1 (1966); right,
Yeji-dong 220 (1966).
Source: Author’s photos.

Figure 9. Examples of reinforced concrete buildings: left, Hyoje-dong 298-4 (1967);
middle left, Gongpyeong-dong 143 (1968); middle right, Dangju-dong 69 (1969);
right, Hyoje-dong 201 (1969).
Source: Author’s photos.

Designs featuring unevenness often appear in masonry structures of the
1950s, while designs that emphasize verticality or grid pattern emerged in
the early 1960s, the latter using consecutive vertical bands or grids and protruding horizontal bands and found in mixed masonry-reinforced concrete
structures and reinforced concrete structures. Meanwhile, from the mid1960s, reinforced concrete structures highlighted horizontality through
horizontal windows and with less decorative designs.
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Process and Significance of Changes in Architecture Style
Changes into Modern Architecture and their References
Statistics on the surveyed buildings reveal how structure, number of floors,
roof type, staircase type, and facade design changed in buildings through
the 1950s and 1960s in accordance with period trends. Although buildings
cannot be categorized according to one specific criterion because all they
combine characteristics of various types, how architecture types in general
changed can be identified.
The survey period for this study can largely be sectioned into: the midto late 1950s; the late 1950s to mid-1960s; and the mid- to late 1960s.
Through these three periods, the predominant building structure changes
from pure masonry, to the coexistence of mixed masonry-reinforced concrete and reinforced concrete, to largely reinforced concrete. During these
stages, the average number of floors increases from two to three; three to
six; to over five, respectively. Changes in building structure led to changes
in roof type, staircase type, and facade design. Roof type generally went from
slanted to flat roof over the entire period. In terms of staircases, masonry
and mixed masonry-reinforced concrete structures mostly used straight
staircases without landing spaces, while U-shaped staircases became more
common in the late 1960s. As building structure transitioned from masonry
in the 1950s to reinforced concrete in the late 1960s, facade design changed
to suit different structures while becoming less decorative. In the transition
period between masonry and mixed masonry-concrete structure, buildings
with various combined elements appeared.
The changes throughout the three aforementioned periods are related to
the process of industrialization. The late 1950s was a period of post-war reconstruction work while the mid-1960s saw a surge in construction as a result
of the first five-year economic plan in 1962 (see notes 9 and 10 and table 1).
We can interpret that these times of change were based on industrialization
in construction fields through the economic restoration and development.16
16. “We can see that cement production increased rapidly from the mid-1960s. Cement had
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Furthermore, it is presumed that construction techniques and facade
designs of the Japanese colonial rule informed ordinary Korean architecture
of the 1950s and early 1960s. Song Seog-Ki (1998) has noted mixed masonryreinforced concrete structures, decorative unevenness of wall surfaces, and
the use of tile in external finishing material such as cladding in Korean
architecture of the 1920–30s.17 The transitional mixed masonry-reinforced
concrete structure was adapted in buildings of the 1920s and 1930s. This
construction method is also observed in many buildings from the late
1950s to mid-1960s. Decorative unevenness with tile and brick on the wall
surface is a simplified form of stone decoration in the Western classical
style.18 This expression, a remnant of Western classical style in Korea, is
observed in buildings of Western classical, eclectic, and even modernist
styles of the 1920s and 1930s, but declined with the advent of modernism in
architecture after the mid-1930s. This phenomenon is similar to that of the
trend of less decorative facades in reinforced concrete structures after the
mid-1960s.
In terms of materials used for the facade, tile is the most extensive for

been supported as a national principal industry with the beginning of the five-year economic plan in 1962 and commenced to be exported beyond domestic consumption
from 1965. This increase in cement production facilitated the increase of reinforced concrete structures and cement mortar finishing as an external material. This fact is deeply
related to the increase in construction” (Korean Institute of Architects 1993, 272–275).
17. Song Seog-Ki took high-end design architecture, ordered by capitalists and government
agencies for public buildings, schools, religious facilities, offices and shops, and examined how architecture types changed in the 1920s and 1930s. According to him, classicism and Western architectural style prevailed from the time when Western-style architecture was introduced to Korea with the opening of the ports until the mid-1920s, while
eclectic styles were common from the mid-1920s to early 1930s. Eclectic architecture
style was a transition between Western architectural style and modernism. Modernism
began in the late 1920s and became a leading architecture style in Korea from the mid1930s. Modernism-inspired buildings had most commonly reinforced-concrete structures with two to five floors featuring horizontal windows and tile finishing, and were
less decorative than preceding styles (Song 1998).
18. This simplification of wall decoration had already appeared in buildings of the Japanese
colonial period. It was concomitant with changes in the transition from Western classical to eclectic style in the 1920s (Song 1998, 70–169).
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the external surface of buildings in the 1920s and 1930s (Song 1998, 66)
and also for buildings of the 1950s and 1960s. Examples of this type of
facade include the Incheon Post Office (1923), which Song (1998) classifies as Western in its architectural style, a mixed masonry-reinforced concrete structure with imitation stone decoration that follows decorative elements of Western classical architecture. The Seoul City Hall (1926), constructed in Western architectural style, a reinforced concrete structure, has
decorative unevenness using stone on its wall surface and is more simplistic in its decoration than the Incheon Post Office. Gwanghwamun Office
Building (1926) exhibits an eclectic style. A masonry structure, it has partly simplified unevenness on its wall surface. And the Dong-A Ilbo Building (1927), a reinforced concrete structure in eclectic style, also has simplified protruding parts in the tiles on its wall surface (Song 1998, 72–73,
93, 133) (Fig. 10). This simplified decorative expression, transitive mixed
masonry-reinforced concrete structure, and tile cladding are all outcomes
of the Japanese interpretation of Western classical and modern architecture. We can see that ordinary architecture in the 1950s and 1960s was
influenced by the materials and techniques used during the Japanese colonial period.

Figure 10. Examples of buildings with uneven wall surfaces: left, Incheon Post
Office (1923); middle left, Seoul City Hall (1926); middle right, Gwanghwamun
Office Building (1926); right, Dong-A Ilbo Building (1927).
Source: left and middle right, Song (1998); middle left, Korean Institute of Architects (1993); right,
news.donga.comList31020100303265622491.

Following liberation and the Korean War, the country’s industrial structure
was restored. But as Korean architects and engineers educated in the Japanese colonial system now assumed positions previously held by Japanese
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experts,19 architectural techniques and designs of the Japanese colonial
period were reapplied and transformed in Korean architecture of the 1950s
and 1960s. However, influencing factors are not limited to the architectural
techniques and designs from the Japanese colonial rule. Techniques introduced by architects who returned to Korea after studying abroad also influenced ordinary Korean architecture starting from the late 1950s. In the survey were also observed consecutive vertical bands and vertical and horizontal grid-like bands in buildings of the late 1950s and early 1960s. These are
also a type of simplified wall decoration, like the decorative unevenness
seen in masonry structures. Though consecutive vertical bands are observed
in a few buildings from the 1920s and 1930s,20 they were not a trend at that
time. But they were widely adapted on the facade designs of mixed masonryreinforced concrete buildings and reinforced concrete buildings of the late
1950s and early 1960s. Vertical and vertical-horizontal band designs were
mainly a result of structural changes from masonry to mixed masonryreinforced concrete and reinforced concrete structures. It is presumed that
the louver and grid in the International Style, introduced and applied by
architects in Korea starting in the mid-1950s,21 was considered a modern
figuration, becoming a sort of popular trend that increased the application
of vertical bands or grids in ordinary buildings from the late 1950s and
early 1960s.22 Initially, louvers and grids were applied to schools, which
19. During the Japanese colonial period there were several education institutes for architecture and civil engineering: for example, the Sohwa School of Engineering (which later
became the Hanyang School of Engineering following liberation) and the Gyeongseong
Institute of Engineering. Graduates from such education institutes played roles in Korean society after liberation (Korean Institute of Architects 1993, 56–57).
20. In his doctoral dissertation, Song Seog-Ki surveys several buildings having consecutive
vertical bands. For example, the Samjungjeong Department Store (1934), Dong-A Securities Joint Stock Corporation (1934), Gyeongseong Tax Office (1936), etc. (Song 1998,
180, 186, 189).
21. Park Gil-Ryong (2015, 21) interprets these expressions on the wall surface of high-end
design buildings of the 1950s: “Modernism in the 1950s had to find its own means. This
was a grid formation in low-tech architectural formation that combined masonry and
concrete.”
22. Ordinary architecture, found in buildings designed by small- and medium-sized architectural firms, tends to follow the high-end designs of educated architects (see note 6).
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were prioritized among post-war reconstruction projects. Some college
structures were built with louvered windows during this period, examples
being the Inha University mechanical engineering building (1955), Konkuk
University library (1956), Chung-Ang University library (1959) and Sogang
University main building (1960) (Fig. 11).

Figure 11. Examples of buildings with vertical bands, louvers, and grids: left, Inha
University mechanical engineering building (1955); middle left, Konkuk University
library (1956); middle, Chung-Ang University library (1959); middle right, Sogang
University main building (1960); right, Baeksoo pharmaceutical company (1965).
Source: left, Korean Institute of Architects (1993); from middle left to right, Park (2015).

Secondly, the technique of exposed concrete was introduced to Korea in the
early 1960s. The U.S. Embassy in Korea (1961) was built using exposed concrete, which was followed by Kim Su-geun’s Hilltop Bar (1961), the Oyang
Building (1964), and Freedom Center (1965), (Figure 12), as well as Kim
Jung-eop’s Jeju University main building (1967), which exposed the concrete
surface as it was. The technique was subsequently used widely by other

Figure 12. Examples of buildings with exposed concrete: left, Freedom Center (1965);
right, Jeju University main building (1967).
Source: left, Ahn (1996); right, Park (2015).
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architects and for ordinary architecture. But the exposed concrete finishing
in ordinary architecture was done to demonstrate some modern trends on
the wall surface, instead of as an expression of sincerity by the exposure of
the structural frame.23
Finally, the ordinary buildings of the 1950s and 1960s surveyed in this
study can be considered as manifestations of the shift towards modern
architecture. The most significant change in form is the ever wider use of
reinforced concrete from the 1960s. Reinforced concrete is what formalized
20th-century architecture (Lapierre 2002, 254). Compared to stone, reinforced concrete provides structural stability, economic feasibility, efficiency,
and plasticity that suit the rationalistic and expressionistic tendencies of
modern architecture. Therefore, the adoption of reinforced concrete is in
dicative of the shift towards modern architectural forms. Furthermore, the
use of reinforced concrete is connected to the establishment of the core
parts of a building as shared space—stairs, restrooms, and more. This
change shows that space use had become functionally rationalistic in terms
of efficiency. In design, forms like horizontal windows and exposed concrete that are most appropriate for reinforced concrete structures emerged.
These stylistic expressions are part of the representative architectural vocabulary of Le Corbusier that had spread worldwide (see note 15).

Significance of Ordinary Architecture to the History of Modern Korean
Architecture
We can see that, starting from the mid-1960s the structure and design of
ordinary architecture in Korea made a significant shift by referencing and
applying modernism, especially in reinforced concrete structures. From
these fundamental changes away from Korea’s traditional wooden architecture, the question arises as to whether modern architecture or modernism
23. Ahn Chang-mo (1996, 100) characterizes the exposed concrete trend at that time as follows: “In Korea, the use of exposed concrete was distorted as it was based on economic
reasons themselves predicated on a superficial and wrongly directed understanding of
brutalism that lack of construction materials such as steel and glass limits choices and that
certain finishing materials do not have to be used” (author’s translation from Korean).
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architecture was established among the public through the industrialization
of the 1960s.
Korean architecture from the opening of the ports in 1876 tried to follow Western styles, with buildings beginning to be constructed in Western
classical style. Modern Korean architecture was begun during the Japanese
colonial period by the Japanese. This implies that during the colonial period buildings were constructed using techniques and styles that constituted
Japanese interpretations and applications of Western classical and modern
architecture. From Song Seog-Ki’s dissertation, we can glean that high-end
modernist buildings of the 1930s were influenced by the International Style
as applied by the Japanese. And it is presumed that this modernism and the
International Style also commenced to influence the design of a small number of ordinary structures at the time. Ordinary Korean architecture from
the late 1950s and 1960s evolved by incorporating modern architectural
forms and by reapplying and transforming the International Style from a
Korean perspective.24 Khang Hyeok argues, the 1960s to 1980s was the high
modern period of Korean architecture.25 This study has argued that during
the 1960s Korean high-end and ordinary architecture alike underwent
modernization in the context of the country’s rapid industrialization and
urbanization.
With reference to Korean modern architecture of the 1960s, architectural historians doubt whether modern Korean architecture realized true
modernism. For example, Park Gil-Ryong (2015, 52) criticizes Korean
modernism architecture for strongly adhering to superficial forms without
any reflection on space, even comparing Korean modernism in architecture

24. Korean architecture is considered to have been strongly influenced by the International
Style in the late 1950s and 1960s (Ahn 1996, 95).
25. Khang Hyeok (1993, 117) evaluates the period from the 1960s to 1980s in Korean modern architecture (primarily high-end design architecture) thus: “The period from the
1960s to the 1980s (or 1988) corresponds to the period of the high modern, when industrialization and urbanization proceeded rapidly, rational production of architecture and
functional resolution was heightened, efforts to restore cultural identification appeared,
and a few master architects played prominent roles. Korean modernism architecture was
really deployed in this period” (author’s translation from Korean).
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to Dandyism, implying that Korean architecture was intended to show
Dudism in trends (Park 2015, 27). This means that Korean modernism
architecture was characterized by its uncritical acceptance of Western modernism. Korea’s rapid emulation of modern Western culture constitutes an
historical trend in its modernization. But one must also consider that Korean modern architecture was realized through the social demand and necessity for modernization. In particular, ordinary architecture’s crude following
of modernism is also a result of the general public’s strategy of meeting its
functional and aesthetic needs with limited financial and technical means.
This is also a part of modernization in architecture. The result was a realistic adaptation to the particular economic, cultural, and social circumstances
of Korea, as well as a localization process regarding imported culture.
Although it is challenging to discern in ordinary architecture of the period
the modernity of expressionistic architecture revealing the architect’s view,
ordinary architecture is meaningful from the perspective of subjecthood.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine how ordinary architecture changed
in the Jongno district of Seoul in the 1950s and 1960s, and to reflect upon
the significance of these changes from the perspective of the popularization
of modernist trends in ordinary architecture. Through on-site surveys, a
total of 161 buildings were selected and examined as regards their structure,
number of floors, roof types, floorplans, and facade design in order to analyze how architectural style evolved in this period.
The surveyed buildings represented changes in architecture style through
three general periods: the mid- to late 1950s; the late 1950s to mid-1960s;
and the mid- to late 1960s. As building structure changed from masonry to
mixed masonry-reinforced concrete and then to reinforced concrete over
these periods, the average number of floors also increased, while flat roofs
were increasingly adapted up until the late 1960s. According to these changes in structure, a rationalization process began, in which U-shaped staircases, corridors, and bathrooms were planned as a structural unit in the late
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1960s. In terms of facade design, consecutive vertical bands and grids
appeared frequently in buildings from the late 1950s to mid-1960s, while
horizontal windows and exposed concrete became widespread in the late
1960s in ordinary reinforced concrete structures. Therefore, architectural
changes in ordinary buildings in Jongno from the 1950s through the 1960s
show that the period as a whole can be considered a transitionary one
wherein ordinary architecture was establishing the basic frames of modern
architecture.
This transition to modern architectural forms was predicated on the
economic development that came first with restoration efforts following the
Korean War and then with the country’s five-year economic plans from
1962. The latter in particular led to the rapid industrialization, urbanization, and modernization of Korean society in the 1960s. This adaptation of
modern forms in ordinary architecture was a part of this larger modernization process. Although these changes referenced architectural forms from
the Japanese colonial period and the later International Style, they carried
their own social and cultural significance as an adaptation and application
of imported modern architectural forms to meet the actual requirements of
the society undergoing modernization.
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